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advanced portable video surveillance provides a real time response

stop copper theft Increase Operational Efficiency

real time alerts and access from mobile devices Real Time Response and Verification from the CRC

i2c’s vX400 offers the most advanced video surveillance protection 
for power substations on the market today.  an advanced iP Pan, 
tilt, Zoom (PtZ) camera is hidden in the vX400. motion sensors 
detect movement  and cause the camera to react automatically, 
providing a clear, optically zoomed image of the intruder.  i2c 
Advanced Software running on a ruggedized file server inside the 
unit not only archives video footage for 90 days or more, but will 
also automatically alert designated personnel when an intrusion 
occurs.  the camera can then be remotely controlled to ascertain 
the threat in real time.  the system can use any standard network 
connection for remote connectivity. the system can also use a 
cellular data modem to provide primary or backup connectivity. 

the vX400 can also be used to analyze operational issues 
remotely.  the PtZ camera can be pointed anywhere within 
the substation.  the 18X optical lens allows the remote user 
to zoom in on items in the substation with incredible clarity. 
Gauges , cable connections and environmental damage can all be 
easily viewed in real time.   by evaluating the issue remotely, 
substation management can dispatch the proper crews and 
equipment to the site to expedite repairs and reduce downtime. 

Most competitive systems only offer a small, fixed camera (similar 
to those found in a cell phone).  these cameras do not allow the user 
to remotely control the direction of the camera or to optically zoom 
in on items of interest, severely limiting the system’s capabilities. 
additionally, these cameras lack camera iris control, which like the 
pupil in your eye, adjust to varying light levels, greatly increasing 

clarity.

When an intrusion occurs, notfication emails and/or text 
messages can be sent to selected personnel.  Picture 
snapshots taken of the intrusion are sent with the 
notification. A smartphone, tablet or any other Internet 
enabled device can be used to view the camera live.  the 
PtZ movement can also be controlled, allowing the camera 

to be pointed anywhere on site.

i2c has partnered with the cooperative reponse center (crc) located 
in austin, mn.  the crc is a ul approved central station that can 
provide 24/7 alarm response 365 days a year.  I2C’s remote VX400 
system integrates with the crc’s central station software to provide 
an immediate response with video verification by trained personnel.  
crc staff will verify the alarm and dispatch the proper authorities.  
this level of response will dramatically increase the odds of capturing 
copper thieves in the act and will result in more successful prosecutions.
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